Humor vs. Fact
Marks Debate

The Humor vs. Fact Marks Debate was the highlights of last Friday evening when debaters from Winona and surrounding communities attended the debate. If M. Pierce, local attorney, president of the debate sponsored by the International Relations Club.

It was a duel between two types of debating, the English style consisting of one or two main contentions supported mostly by rephrasing and logic, and the American style, as against the American style of logical reasoning supported by facts. The two teams adapted themselves to conditions remarkably well.

The question debated was: Re- solved, that a League of Nations is the only secure guarantee of World Peace. The Cambridge team upheld the affirmative side of the question; Winona, the negative. It was a non-decision debate.

The debate was handled by M. Sharp and Michael Barkway. Both were very professional and showed much interest in the ideas of the other team, and the interest of the audience continued as they alternated between the prophetic reasoning and clever wit.

Debating for Winona were Arthur Tall and Henry Southworth, coached by Dr. Minee. Both of them presented their cases in a masterly manner, and at the same time those of the English debaters. We here in Winona are proud of them, and feel sure that they proved themselves as the English debaters have met anywhere on the west coast.

Following the debate, an informal public reception for the English debaters was held at the social room, and later the International Relations Club entertained the debaters in the club room for Mr. Sharp and Mr. Barkway, faculty members, and members of the club.

New Quarter Begins Monday

Everything is set for the beginning of the winter quarter, which opens Tuesday, December 4. The process of registration has been going on for about two weeks, and according to Mr. Pitchard, the registrar, nearly everyone in the college will be here for the winter quarter's program pretty well organized at this time.

Indications are that very few of the students now enrolled will drop out, and a great many new students have signaled their intentions of entering for the winter quarter. There is also a decided increase in the enrollment.

At the beginning of the fall quarter, Winona College enjoyed an increase in attendance of any of the state teachers colleges, and it is expected to continue.

Thanksgiving Greetings

Our Feelings
Thanksgiving Day was originally a day set aside to thank God for the harvest. For the Pilgrims it had a very deep meaning, because they knew the grip of privation and were truly thankful when the season turned for the better. Each year they gave thanks for the incoming winter. These early Pilgrims were thankful they had safely passed the hardships and for the needed friendships they had made with the Indians. They were thankful for their fulfillment of a desire to create new homes, to live at peace with their neighbors, and their desire for a better education so as to live a better life.

Today we give thanks on a day of feasting and pleasure. We rarely catch the spirit of reverence that marked the original observance of the day. Although we can't understand the struggles and trials where the Pilgrims had little, we seldom express our gratitude.

When the turkey is brought steaming to the table and the appropriate toasts are given raising our masts, let us think for a moment of those who have no Thanksgiving to give, not to their families, but to their God.

Each year from that first Thanksgiving Day, when the Pilgrims landed in the new world in 1621 to the present day, we, as a nation and as individuals, have had much to be thankful for. Thanksgiving each year is the time in schools given us a logical time to learn of the Pilgrims' hardships, house life, educational difficulties, and their contributions to American life of today. It offers each of us a time of thanksgiving in our own way and expresses gratitude for them by sharing with others, whether our harvest has been large or small.

Can You Beat This?

Some real mathematical geniuses have been discovered right here at T. C. The other day in mathematics, it came about in an article from a paper about a negro who was so smart that he could multiply six digits in his head without the use of paper and pen for two weeks to do it.

Everyone was marveling at this wonderful achievement when all of a sudden Marion McIntyre burst forth with the idea, "That isn't so wonderful. Anybody could do that."

"Surely. Anybody could do that," agreed Marjorie Selle.

"I don't think so," said Dr. Minee.

Two four digit numbers were agreed upon to start with and the two groups of numbers were selected, one group: 1234 and 5678 and the other group: 1234 and 5678.

After about an hour of wrinkled brows, etc., their faces lit up with smiles as they gave their answer.

"Living on your nine digit numbers, and one-fourth the hours of daylight," challenged Marion and Marjorie.

The University of Chicago has the largest football stadium in the country. It is capable of seating 110,000 people.

Our Prayer

If We Thank Thee — President Maxwell, for your constant kindness.

Miss Richards, for providing a splendid lunch.

Dr. Traier, for enlightenment on the origin of man.

Mr. J. for teaching us how to speak well.

Dr. Bell, for the explanation of marriage and divorce.

Mr. Jeterman, for telling us when the War of 1812 began.

Mr. Booth, for showing us the difference between a noun and a pronoun.

Mr. Grimm, for the information to how to get a hat or whether you are pleased with the paper or not.

A pleasant smile in your face each day.

Mr. M. P tosses a try.

Journalism Class Tries Its Luck

By Joe Gilason

"What do you think of this issue of the Winonan?" asked Dr. Minee. "I think the member of the class in journalism this past quarter, are going to be searching your faces anxiously as you read this issue of the Winonan, trying to get a hint of whether you are pleased with the paper or not. A pleasant smile in your face, a good ambition realized, a dream come true. A front or a scoop on your face may mean blasted dreams or a broken heart."

For twelve weeks now the class in journalism has been searching for the needed friendships they have made with the English debaters. We here in Winona are proud of them, and feel sure that they provided as masterly manner, and at the same time those of the English debaters, have met anywhere on the west coast.

"College is not a preparation for life, it is life, partake of it to the fullest extent." —Dr. Minee.

The classroom was changed into a newspaper office with about a dozen people continuously dangling back and forth some trying to collect material for their assignments; some trying to get copies of the Winonan of the day.

Dr. Minee Gives Address

At Men's Club Luncheon Saturday, November 18th, at Merse Hall.

Dr. Minee said, "I believe that an inherent code of sportsmanship, ethical code, square dealing, good fellowship exist among the men of our college. Everyone is a good worker, and a leader."

"Therefore my advice to the members of this college is, let us take advantage of it to the fullest extent.

But one hundred men attended the dinner at which Mr. F. A. Jeterman acted as toast master. The college quartette sang two numbers.

First Concert Big Success

Hall Johnson Choristers Please Audience with Spirituals

Genuineness of fervor and feeling, richness of reality, and a quality of tone artistically and naturally characterized the Hall Johnson Negro Choir which appeared in our auditorium last Monday evening, November 27th, at our first number of our concert series.

This choir is composed of southern negroes, led by a conductor born and brought up in the south. Some of these were former slaves, and choristers sing the songs of their people as negroes sing them when they do it spontaneously. Several groups of negro spirituals and other social songs were outstanding in emotional quality. The audience of music lovers was swept by waves of emotional feeling, most of the audience, especially impressed by the irresistible blend of quaint humor and native pathos.

A group of Negro spirituals, including "Ain't Got No Home in That Country" and "Go Down Moses," was conducted by Mr. Minee, a group of secular numbers, including "Somewhere over the Rainbow," especially impressed by the irresistible blend of quaint humor and native pathos.

The choir was received with special appreciation.
WHAT DO YOU THINK?

I wonder how many students here at T. C. are more students than half the world, we make because he is popular with the masses. One per cent of state revenue sending through our college. • We wish to preserve democracy, universal suffrage, universal education, and the right of the people to vote in elections.

Three things are essential to a democracy: universal suffrage, universal education, and the right of the people to vote in elections. Will Durant has very ably answered this question in his book "The Story of Civilization.

In the last Phelps Civic-League meeting, Mr. Scarchuch gave a talk on "Some Phenomena in Popular Science," dealing with children's questions arising in science classes.

PHelps SCHOOL NEWS

Junior High School

For the purpose of allowing the students to carry out activities with educational values, the Phelps students carried out a fine mixture or their annual Carnival. Posters, plans, and booths were made by the members in the classroom. Pictures, taken of the scene of the carnival, characterize the characters being shown in the carnival bulletin.

The Civic League fund was replenished with the $1.00 profit made on the fair.

In the last Phelps Civic League meeting, Mr. Scarchuch gave a talk on "Some Phenomena in Popular Science," dealing with children's questions arising in science classes.

Women! Women! Women! Are you aware of the fact that the majority of W.S.T.C. are taking the leading part in the affairs of our college? Are you able to be called useful and ornamental, or are we to step out and surprise everyone with our executive and business ability? Two hundred and thirty are men, and 313 are women. This is almost five times as many women as men. Yet these appealing figures seem to hold no weight with the majority of the presidential officers of the four different classes. We have, and probably always will, unless we girls assert our rights. In most of the important clubs of the college, the men hold the highest offices. Usually they concede us one lonely position, but we are really satisfied with this.

There have always been set forth various reasons to explain our college, yet I think it is more in the interest of the students who are here.

Come on, girls, let's cooperate and elect those of our sex to the positions that rightfully belong to us.

RIDDLE ME THIS

just to show the possibilities of human ingenuity, we hereewith list the contents of a woman's purse, $4.59 by 2.59 (the purse, not the woman):

1. Powder puff (puff), slightly soiled.
2. Fountain pen — very elegant, denoting nervousness (or sharp teeth).
4. One comb, teet in good condition (upper tass)
5. Small box — pencil leads.
6. One compact, containing rouge, powder, means for spreading same around physiognomy, mirror for looking at yourself.
7. A coin of realm ($2.11).
8. Two keys.
9. A large ring — rigid bar of metal or wood used for prying, turning, or moving other objects.
10. One term ticket.
12. Letter from boy friend. (We didn't read this)
13. Ink eraser.

SIMPLE ANATOMY

(Notes from a N. E. East Side Dictionary)

Body — male chum; all the boys were in the big way, and even now the song, "My Body" is frequently sung on the radio.

Chin — an alcoholic beverage that tastes good, with a touch of the spirit of a woman.

Glands — a quick look, a glimpse.

Knees — any female person of whom you are an uncle.

Simplex — a name of the baseball team representing N. Y. in the National League.

Knees — any female person of whom you are an uncle.

Snap — a nickname for the baseball team representing N. Y. in the National League.

THANKSGIVING

For the song a robin sang

A cup of water from my flowing spring,

I THANK HIM

Of all the tall sycamores across the way.

for the little rain at dawn.
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Dante says, "Come, follow me, and leave the world to its babbling." Most of us stayed. "cause we like to babble.

Don't worry, sugar. Alberts will be back in the spring.

In recollecting the past we find that Bob Boyd took an involuntary docking in Lake Winona with his Sunday "best" on two years this spring. He was accompanying anCapparing marathon swimmer across the lake in a canoe.

Freshee (knocking at Winter's door) — I was going to wake you at 8 o'clock but I didn't wake up myself. You're ten minutes late now, so you can sleep as long as you want to, so hello, Miss Fitchard.

VAS Y DERE, CHARLIE?

Customer — Where's the menu?

Waitress — Down the hall, the corner and first door to your right.

Customer — I'm not looking for prosperity, I'm looking for a menu.

There is a young man in school reputed to be a wonderful caretaker of furnaces, and he does his work most effectively about 12 minutes.

HELLO DARK AND HANDSOME

The same young man aforementioned is a good toaster. (Bread toaster I mean.)

ALUMNI NEWS

Jane Watson '29 is enjoying her work as teacher in South International Falls.

Ilia Breman '20 who taught at Pine City is now married and resides in Wabasha.

Linda Clappier '27 is entering her third year of study in the schools of Yakima, Washington.

Clare Drenckhan '22 is teaching at Casselberry, Florida.

One of the undefeated football teams in the state this past fall was Sherburne, Minn. The team was coached by Harold E. Johnson, B.E. '33; Rogge, Winona, veteran Eyota, all-conference halfback in winter's activities.

The Art Club and the Industrial Arts Club have taken it upon themselves to work together in making toys for the needy children for Christmas.

An editorial in the River Falls TRIBUNE suggests that Teacher Voice on Term Papers suggests that an interview with the professor might help the student learn what is going on.

Wrote a questionnaire, according to a questionnaire, shows a majority in favor of entering the profession.

That Harold Rogge is going to graduate?

That Mr. French told the same story in the same class twice?

That 22 hard-wood paddles were made by "Red" Simon for the initiation ceremony last week?

That you can boil water in a newspaper in 10 minutes?

Mary Deboy — "Shoe Shining Parlor" at Winter's door — I was going to wake you at 8 o'clock but I didn't wake up myself. You're ten minutes late now, so you can sleep as long as you want to, so hello, Miss Fitchard.

THE HONORS ARE YOURS

"Spike" Rogge of the "Moscow Daily Effort" and "Andy" Albert of the "Palmersky Body News" editors of the leading newspapers of the universe, have finally consented after much persuasion (2c was the highest bid) to pick the following: 

F.B. — "High Top" French

R.G. — "Gum Shoe" Galligan

L.G. — "Shark" Fishbaugher

R.T. — "Mimi" Tozier (also coach)

Q.B. — "Bronko" Munson

R.H.B. — "Speed" French

F.B. — "High Top" Boots

Our reasons for these selections are: The "Duke" because of his ruggedness and stuff.

"Red" Seile, because we couldn't find any other place for him.

"Shark" Fishbaugher, because we thought he would do less damage.

"Jumping Joe" Jeraldman — he has a drag with us, so we won't say anything.

"Gum Shoe" Galligan, because he played in college, or something.

"Mimi" Tozier, because of interest aroused by the Cambridge debate.

"Bronko" Munson, because of interest aroused by the Cambridge debate.

"Speed" French, because the student will hold an important place in the winter's activities.

Winona's Superior Laundry

Rogee — W-e-1-1, My dog just died.

Scarby as referee, because he's as square as the pillars on the campus.

Mr. Fox, because we thought he would do less damage.

The Art Club and the Industrial Arts Club are planning to work together in making toys for the needy children for Christmas.

An editorial in the River Falls TRIBUNE suggests that Teacher Voice on Term Papers suggests that an interview with the professor might help the student learn what is going on.

It states that either the papers are used and four times by different people, or the information goes from the reference book to the term paper without serious thought of entering the head of the student.

We might think about that idea along with them.

STARDUST

Shoe Shining Parlor and Repair Shop

149 Main Opp. Post Office

College Barber Shop

521 Huff St. 1 Block S. of College Inn

Have you heard

That the Industrial Arts Club members have taken it upon themselves to straighten the pictures in all the corridors?

That the Art Club members are classifying all the pictures of art in the corridors with the hope that a catalogue may be made of them?

That there are 15,000 textbooks and 154 periodicals available at our school library?

That Mr. Herman of Painlevie has spoken on the advisability of allowing the students to win the Big Six football title but showed a majority in favor of entering the profession.

That Mr. Jeraldman's Nebraska won the Big Six football title but was beaten by Pittsburg, which narrowly missed winning.

That there was a free Men's Club Banquet last Saturday night?

That the Art Club and the Industrial Arts Club are planning to work together in making toys for the needy children for Christmas?

An editorial in the River Falls TRIBUNE suggests that Teacher Voice on Term Papers suggests that an interview with the professor might help the student learn what is going on.

It states that either the papers are used and four times by different people, or the information goes from the reference book to the term paper without serious thought of entering the head of the student.

We might think about that idea along with them.

Ink Blottings

It is estimated that students can obtain an education at the University of Minnesota, air cleaned for as little as $320 including tuition and living costs.

Rita Roy and Judy Malcom not only appear in the same review at the Pennsylvania Institute but also are classmates at Columbia University, both being study journalism.

The turbulent waters of the upper Mississippi river were con- quered for the first time by Harold Rogge, because we thought he would do less damage.

That Harold Rogge is going to graduate?

That Mr. French told the same story in the same class twice?

We're going to have a bridge game.

"Red" Simon for the initiation ceremony last week?

That you can boil water in a newspaper in 10 minutes?

University of Texas students have been employed to augment the janitorial force of the institution. The new nine buildings on the campus have been placed in charge of student janitors.

Temperance courses will be offered by all grade schools in Kansas this fall.

Professor Alfred Joy of Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, found that the campus has been placed in charge of student janitors.

Members of the Royal College of Surgeons in London have succeeded in changing fish into land animals.

University of Texas students have been employed to augment the janitorial force of the institution. The new nine buildings on the campus have been placed in charge of student janitors.

Members of the Royal College of Surgeons in London have succeeded in changing fish into land animals.

Henry Prose and C. G. Vincon of Oxford University, England, have discovered a new aid in the detection of criminals. It enables fingerprints to be brought out on all multicellular and highly patterned backgrounds.

Hide tanning was one of the demonstrations featured at the ISU farmers' short course of Texas A. and M. College, offered with the assistance of the National Farmers to "Live at home."